CÉLIANETM WITH NETATMO,
LEGRAND’S CONNECTED SOLUTION
Available since January 2018, CélianeTM with Netatmo is the first control solution for managing
both usual home requirements (such as lighting, socket outlets and roller shutters) and
extensions to include other connected devices (e.g. thermostat, door entry system, camera,
etc.).
Products can be controlled both locally and remotely, using a switch, the Home + Control
application, or directly by voice command.
Since the arrival in France of Alexa in June 2018, CélianeTM with Netatmo has become
compatible with Amazon’s Alexa voice assistant in addition to Google Assistant and Apple Siri,
and Legrand has developed scenarios echoing our everyday uses.
For exemple, when leaving your home in the morning, simply say “Alexa, activate the Leaving
scenario” to close your shutters, turn off the lights and switch off some energy consuming
equipment. The Legrand and Amazon clouds collaborate for an enhanced experience and
greater user comfort.

ABOUT LEGRAND
Legrand is the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of solutions for
commercial, industrial and residential markets around the world, along with well-known brands including Legrand, BTicino
and Cablofil, makes it a benchmark for customers worldwide. Drawing on an approach that involves all teams and
stakeholders, Legrand is pursuing its strategy of profitable and sustainable growth driven by acquisitions and innovation, with
a steady flow of new offerings—including Eliot* connected products with enhanced value in use. Legrand reported sales of
more than €5.5 billion in 2017. The company is listed on Euronext Paris and is notably a component stock of the CAC 40 index.
(ISIN code FR0010307819).
www.legrand.com
*ABOUT ELIOT
Eliot is a program launched in 2015 by Legrand to speed up deployment of the Internet of Things in its offering. A result of
the group’s innovation strategy, Eliot aims to develop connected and interoperable solutions that deliver lasting benefits to
private individual users and professionals.
https://www.legrand.com/en/group/eliot-legrands-connected-objects-program.html

